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Your all-in-one solution to setting up your Azure environment

Founded in 2000, Softlanding is a leading provider of 
cloud, professional, and managed IT services. We are a 
multi-award-winning Microsoft Solutions Partner with 5 
Microsoft Solutions Designations and 9 Microsoft Spe-
cializations. We  use  our  experience  and  expertise  to  
solve  our  client’s  business  challenges  while  creating  
a  solid  foundation  for  growth  strategies,  flexibility and 
scalability.

Azure Landing Zone 
& Azure Migrate 
Deployment 

Build a Robust & Secure Cloud 
Foundation

About Softlanding

Our Azure Landing Zone & Azure Migrate deployment clears your path to 
success in the cloud environment.
Our Azure experts will leverage a combination of well-established tools and 
techniques to build a customized Azure environment that aligns precisely 
with your requirements, enabling your organization to quickly and confi-
dently achieve your goals.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

BENEFITS

Our solution provides a well-architected foundation 
for your cloud infrastructure, ensuring that your 
Azure environment is set up in a standardized, effi-
cient, and secure manner from the start.

ROBUST FOUNDATION

It provides a seamless cloud resource scaling as 
your business grows, ensuring real-time adaptability 
and competitive agility in the digital landscape.

SCALABILITY & AGILITY

Azure Landing Zone helps you optimize costs by 
implementing best practices for resource allocation 
and management to ensure that you can make the 
most of Azure’s cost-effective features.

COST OPTIMIZATION

Azure Landing Zone & Azure Migrate empowers you 
to seamlessly and rapidly scale your cloud infrastruc-
ture as your business expands. This flexibility allows 
you to respond to evolving business requirements in 
real-time, ensuring uninterrupted operations without 
any downtime or disruptions

OVERVIEW

In Azure, opting for default settings during resource deployment can lead to issues 
such as multiple Virtual Networks, limited on-premises connectivity, resource dupli-
cation, and more. These factors significantly complicate governance and security 
measures.
Our Azure Landing Zone Deployment is designed to accelerate your cloud adop-
tion journey. By establishing a robust, well-architected foundation for your cloud in-
frastructure, we guarantee that your business can harness the full potential of cloud 
computing, including its scalability, agility, and cost-efficiency.

AZURE LANDING ZONE REQUIREMENTS & 
SOLUTION DESIGN

ON-PREM ASSESSMENT & MIGRATION PLANNING

AZURE LANDING ZONE DEPLOYMENT

CROSS PREMISES CONNECTIVITY DEPLOYMENT

AZURE MIGRATE DEPLOYMENT

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER


